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The short answer… 

 Data! 

 And the problem… 

 And the people factors… 

 And the processes… 

 And the reliability requirements… 

 And the time pressure… 

 But mostly the data – so I’ll concentrate on that. 

(Actually, we do use an Optimal Power Flow, but only in 

planning and system design, not in operations). 

“IEMS” = Integrated Energy Management system  



The Transmission Network: E&W and Scotland 



The Logical Data Flow network… 



Adding a transformer at Elland 275kV substation 



Revised Operational Substation diagram 



Revised Operational Circuit diagram 



Tabular Displays: SCADA 



Tabular Displays: Power System 



Adding an SGT into SCADA 

Find changes 

Check for 

errors 

Check for 

cross-refs 

(Anal & Dig) 

Break links & 

make changes 

Re-make links 

Change 

SCADA lay-out 

to match SCS 

Check for 

display locks 

Update displays 

Check displays ANO 

Emulator test 

Check controls 

User check 

ANO2 



Network Analysis displays 



Adding an SGT into Network Analysis 

Similar process to SCADA, but with added data, eg: 

Tap range, thermal limits and impedances 

Bus section numbering scheme 

Create points for State Estimator output and calculated values 

(eg MVA) 

Create points for voltage selection scheme 

Add MW, MVAr and MVA calculations into summations 

Update contingency list 

Line End Open calculations 

Data for external interfaces (EFS, Data Historian, Scottish 

TOs, DNOs, Coreso, ENTSO-E, Swissgrid, BM) 

Video wall display. 



World and Videowall Views 



And Safety…. 

 

 



Changes made in adding SGT 

 200 Status Points for GI74 (3-5 times more for IEC protocol). 

 30 Analogue Points.  

 1 Synchrocheck Assignment.  

 1 GI74 RTU layout 

 Complex changes for  

 Network Analysis 

 4 Calculations 

 4 CME Points 

 Data transfer to external systems 

So all in all: 

 ~10 days work over 4 weeks 

 Almost the same amount of work to back out the change  

 (displays backed out for delay >1 week; database changes >1 month) 

This is why we have 32 people working on real-time data management… 

 



IEMS “Commit” room 

Data changes are made on a separate instance of the IEMS and 

tested with an emulator. 

Then commit to Active first, followed by Standby the next day. 

Changes being committed 9+ hours per day, 5 days/week. (A full 

substation takes about 2½ hours) 



So what kind of data problems do we have? 

I’ll focus on: 

 IEMS State Estimator 
(which, to be fair, is a form of optimal power flow) 

 On-line Stability Analysis (PowerTech) 



External data providers 

 “Static data” issues in annual submissions 
 Eg Transformer tap reversals 

 Real-time updates 
 Eg MVAr capability redeclarations 

 Controller model build delay for OSA 



Real-Time Metering deficit 

 We don’t have enough metering on DNO 

networks 

 As well as causing difficulties for state 

estimator convergence, it significantly 

inhibits our renewables forecasting capability 

 There are projects underway to improve this 



Bad data handling 

 “Error dumping, eg on generator auxiliary loads or The Great West Weybridge 

Circulation 

 Ok for a loadflow, but doesn’t work in a stability program! 

 Now solved by a fix from GE 

 Hand dressing delays/errors for switch states or manual over-ride of bad data 

 DNO network without metering; wind farms with zero or reversed metering 

 Generators solving just above Pmax; problems for the stability program. 



No system is designed to be a master repository 
 Legacy situation: each system just holds its own data  

 Often with its own naming convention and modelling approach. 

 We are using the IEMS as a master in some respects 

 50,000 data points added for new balancing system model (EBS) 

 EBS needs to know about small generators that IEMS doesn’t care about 

 CIM transfer was harder than we expected! 

 Enterprise Service Bus being deployed 



Various modelling issues 

 Mutual impedances; very hard to import from the off-line analysis suite 

 SVCs: metering is at LV, but the model is at the HV. 

 The slope correction has proved problematic… 

 Intertrips that create islands can be troublesome 

 The Voltage-Dependent Load Model in OSA doesn’t work well for high 

voltages 



Process issues 

 The contingency list includes multiple versions of faults, for example with 

and without intertrips or reactor switching. 

 This helps the control engineers decide which intertrips to arm etc. 

 But if you just export the contingency list into an optimiser, it will try to 

secure the most onerous version of the fault, even if that is not the 

prevailing condition. 



The problem itself isn’t straightforward… 

Time 

Pre-fault Post-fault …? 

 When does “post-fault” become 

“pre-fault” again? How long do I 

have before the system must be 

re-secured? 

 If you run an optimiser immediately 

after a fault, it will try to secure the 

system again straight away, which 

is equivalent to securing the 

system to N-D-D or N-1-1. 



The problem itself isn’t straightforward… 

Time 

Pre-fault Post-fault …? 

 If the fault wasn’t the critical fault, 

can I use my post-fault ratings? 

 If I implement local automatic 

control of QB tap position, how 

does the QB controller know that a 

fault has occurred? (reliably?) 

 If you get it wrong, automatic 

control could make the problem 

worse. 

 This is why we still use manual 

control for QBs… 



The problem itself isn’t straightforward… 

 In high wind conditions, with a 

BMU inside an active Constraint 

Management Zone (“ANM” or 

Active Network Management 

scheme): 

 If we issue an economically 

optimal instruction to pull back the 

BMU, the ANM scheme will 

replace its output from another 

wind farm. 

 => costs have been incurred with 

no net effect 

 A similar situation arises if we start 

a STOR generator inside an active 

CMZ. 



The people factor… 

 Does it tell me something I don’t 

already know? 

 Is it easy to use? 

 Does it explain why it’s done what 

it’s done? 

 In terms I can understand? 

 Can I trust it? 

 Is it quick? 

 Is it always available? 

 Is the advice usable? 

 Is the advice stable? 

 I don’t want a different answer 

every five minutes… 

User confidence is essential. 



Time is a constrained commodity… 



But the good news is… 

… after years of chipping away at the problems, and with a 

full-time person monitoring and tuning the State Estimator, 

its  availability is >99%. (And OSA is pretty reliable too  ) 

 


